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Top Ten Ideas for Romance and Adventure This Valentine’s Day
Excitations helps Cupid with the perfect, affordable gift for both of you
Now more than ever, the gift of spending precious time together is a popular option to the
traditional gifts of chocolate, flowers and dining out. According to a recent survey by the
National Federation of Retailers, consumers will spend about $20 less on their sweetheart this
year because of the bad economy. Giving an amazing life experience – doing something fun and
adventuresome together – is a trend that is not only affordable, but sparks excitement and lifelong
memories.
Excitations, the nation’s leading provider of unique and exciting experience gifts, offers an easy
way to select and give that special someone an unforgettable experience. From a romantic
gondola ride to skydiving together, romance and adventure start as low as $50. Every gift comes
in a distinctive red box to surprise and delight on Valentine’s Day and includes everything needed
to enjoy an incredible experience at a later date.
“Traditional Valentine’s Day gifts are often fleeting and expensive,” states Nancy Lamberton,
founding partner of Excitations. “Many of us would rather skip the calories and invest in some
quality time with the one we love. It’s amazing how many experiences you can share that are fun
and cost less than a fancy bouquet of flowers or a dinner out.”
Our top ten exciting and fun ways to share a perfect moment with the one you love:
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Make her heart soar – Romantic Hot Air Balloon Ride
Your heart races when you see him – Ultimate Stock Car Ride Along
That’s amore – Private Gondola Ride for Two
Animal magnetism - Wolf Watch for Two
Couples therapy session – Massage for Two
For the wild at heart – Guided ATV Tour
All you need is love (and a glass of chardonnay) – Picnic at the Vineyard
Cupid’s arrow hits the mark – Intro to Archery
Sail away with me – Sunset Sailing Experience
Ain’t no mountain high enough – Outdoor Rock Climbing

Visit www.excitations.com for thousands of exhilarating gift ideas – for Valentine’s Day or any
other special occasion.
About Excitations (www.excitations.com):
Excitations is the premier gifting company offering a wide variety of unique life experiences as memorymaking gifts. From photo safaris to hang gliding, from llama treks to glass blowing, Excitations is the
exciting, reliable and easy answer to every gifting occasion - each ‘Excitation’ set to thrill, rejuvenate and
enjoy. For kids or adults, for friends and family or corporate clients, something can be found to suit all
budgets and personalities -- starting as low as $50. Excitations is the exclusive provider of Discovery
Channel Experiences and has been featured on ABC’s “Good Morning America” and CBS's "The Early
Show.”

